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Merseyside Police Federation
Annual Report
For the year January 1st to December 31st 2008
Author: Ian Leyland, Secretary
Merseyside Joint Branch Board
An exceptionally busy year, both locally
and nationally with different pay issues
dominating the headlines and at the
beginning and end of the year and the
Force being under the spot light during the
year of the Capital of Culture.
It was also the start of a new Triennial period
and following elections in November 2007
we welcomed the below new
representatives to the Joint Branch Board
who replaced previous representatives who
had moved on or retired:
Constable Ian Atkinson – Sefton BCU
Sergeant Julian Hanley – Liverpool
North BCU
Sergeant Frank Rennison – OSU
Constable Steph Barcroft –
Reserve Seat
Sergeant Os Dualeh – Knowsley BCU
Sergeant Stuart Routledge – St Helens
BCU
Detective Inspector Earle Garner – CID
In January 2008 the dispute with the
Home Secretary over the previous years
pay award dominated the scene with over
400 Merseyside Members joining around
23,000 of their colleagues across the
country to demonstrate against the
appalling decision of the Home Secretary
not to award in full a 2.5% award from
September 2007 as recommended by an
independent arbitration panel.
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The demonstration by Police officers was
both dignified and impactive - although
clearly did not cause the Home Secretary
to back down and reverse the decision.
The Police Federation challenged the
decision of the Home Secretary not to
implement the arbitration award through
Judicial Review. The case was heard in
April 2007 with the courts unfortunately
ruling in favour of the Government.
Relations between the Home Secretary
and rank and file members were at their
lowest point since the late 1970’s.
The Federation had also submitted a claim
for an additional 1% based on a “level
playing field”. The basis for this claim was
that since 1994 police pay has been
determined on a private sector index. The
Arbitration ruling of 2007 moved the police
to a public sector based index. However,
analysis of pay rates since 2000
demonstrates that the public sector
workers, with whom we were now
compared, had been paid 1% higher than
police officers over the same period. The
claim was to provide equity with public
sector workers to enable us to move
forward on the new index. The claim went
to arbitration in March but was
unfortunately lost. As we know arbitration
rulings are binding upon police officers if
not the other side.
The Home Office was also determined to
drive through changes to Police Pay
through the introduction of a Pay Review
Body as recommended by Sir Clive Booth,

which would have seen the end of the
Police Negotiating Body and with it any
rights to reach a nationally agreed
settlement. Without doubt this would
have seen police pay reducing over
forthcoming years, and the realistic
prospect of regional pay differentials, with
the driver for pay being based on each
Forces ability to recruit and retain officers.
Set against this background, in May
Police Officers over-whelming voted to
seek the right to full industrial rights if
binding arbitration was not agreed by the
Government. The pay negotiations for
2008 broke down with the Staff Side
claiming 3.6% and the Official Side
offering around 2.4%. An Arbitration
hearing was set for November, although
the prospects of success for the Staff
Side looked bleak, as the Official Sides
offer was set on the pay formula
approved by the Police Arbitration panel
the year before.
However, by October the financial
position was changing. The economy
had started to go into meltdown and the
banking system was on the verge of
collapse. The Government was spending
huge sums of money supporting the
banking system to prevent its collapse
and try to re-inject confidence to
encourage them to start lending money
and prevent the economy going into
recession. Most analysts were predicting
a long and deep recession and inflation
was predicted to fall from a high of over
5% in the current year to 0% or even go
into deflation by the middle of next year.
Clearly set against this background the
negotiating landscape had changed. It
was apparent that there would be little

additional money in the Government
coffers over the next few years to fund
public sector growth, including pay
awards. Rising unemployment would
clearly be costly and keeping people in
jobs by supporting private companies in
difficulty would clearly be a priority for
Government spending. The Police
Federation’s economic experts advised
the negotiators to try and get a long term
deal as quickly as possible. Contact was
made with the Home Office and in a very
short space of time a multi year deal had
been secured which provided 7.85% over
three years. Importantly the negotiators
had also secured the Police Negotiating
Board for a further three years with the
proposals for a Pay Review Body being
abandoned as part of the deal.
By Christmas headlines predicting large
scale redundancies, with workers in the
private sector taking pay cuts to save
their jobs, or being sent home on basic
pay as companies struggled to save
money, was demonstrating just what a
good deal the Federation had secured for
its members. Certainly had we not acted
when we did then there would be little
money in Government budgets next year
to negotiate pay rises and it is likely that
any award, if any could have been
achieved, would have been much lower.
The right to binding arbitration still
remains the priority for the Police
Federation and clearly there is still a
mandate for Industrial Rights. Initial legal
advice would suggest that these rights,
including the right to strike, will not be
achievable and that the cost would be in
excess of £800,000 as the process is
extremely lengthy, predicted to take 4 to

5 years to reach the European Courts.
However, following the mandate of
members to pursue these rights remains
the current position of the Police
Federation. Clearly given the legal advice
the Federation has to continue to consult
with members and review any decisions
that are taken before embarking on
expenditure of this scale with the
prospects of success being remote.
At Conference in May the Home
Secretary unexpectedly announced a rise
in Commutation factors. Commutation
Factors are reviewed and rise on a
periodic basis as life expectancy
increases and consequently the value of
the proportion converted to a lump sum
increases. This change is not a
negotiable change but comes from
recommendations from the pension
actuaries. This was a significant change
with all officers benefiting from this rise
from the date of its inception. However,
as life expectancy between males and
females has closed in recent years, the
rise was significantly more for male
officers as it ended the anomaly whereby
female officers commuted at a much
higher rate than their male colleagues.
The increase to commutation was back
dated to 1st October 2007, although
further enquiries revealed that the
recommendation had actually been made
at the beginning of 2007. As a
consequence the Federation has again
issued legal proceedings against the
Government with a view to backdating
this award to the point at which it was
recommended. The Judicial Review was
heard in December with a result likely in
the early New Year.

“The public are the most important weapon
in the fight against crime”

www.merpolfed.org.uk
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On the local front the biggest issue for
Merseyside members has again been the
management of resources. This problem
has inevitably been exacerbated by the
events associated with the Capital of
Culture, which have been major policing
operations. Whilst clearly we could not
prevent the cancelling of rest days for
these events the Federation has been
robust in ensuring they were managed as
effectively as possible with officers
receiving as much notice as practicable
of the requirement to work. Federation
Officials also turned out for each of these
events to ensure that planning on the day
ran smoothly and any problems could be
ironed out quickly.
In the middle of the year the publication
of the Force Well-Being Survey was a
major fillip and provided additional
conclusive evidence to back up the
issues we had been raising with the
Force. The survey outlined the pressure
on individuals brought about by
excessive workloads and poor
management of resources and the
inherent problems with management
style. It highlighted that officers were at
risk of suffering from physical and
psychological ill health as a result of
these pressures.
The results came as no surprised to the
local Branch Board who had been raising
these issues for some time and had
provided the Force with copies of two
surveys which had been commissioned
by the Branch Board which highlighted
the identical issues. The Branch Board
took a robust stance with the Force to
ensure that the issues in the Well Being
Survey would be addressed. We received
support in our approach from the
Superintendents Association, who took
an equally robust view on behalf of their
members. Importantly we have now
secured an agreement that the Force will
re-run the survey in two years time. This
will focus the attention of managers on
delivering improvements to ensure the
results are not repeated when the survey
is re-run. The report is now subject of an
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agreed Action Plan and has led to some
initial improvements in resource planning.
An example of this was seen over the
period around Mischief Night and Bonfire
night when the number of cancelled rest
days fell by over 60%. Unfortunately
Policing remains a volatile business and
the necessity to provide visibility and
reassurance after a serious criminal event
such as a shooting, and the need to
police events as they arise will inevitably
mean shifts being changed. Whilst these
cannot be avoided we need to ensure
that the issue of wellbeing is not lost
when managers are considering changing
duties and that they try to balance the
needs of the public and the Force with
that of individual officers needs.
In terms of resources the Federation also
identified an increase in the perennial
problem of rest days being cancelled for
court attendance. This is particularly
galling as it is easily avoidable through
the appropriate use of the court calendar.
It is also frustrating to report that on
many occasions rest days have been
cancelled and officers then not being
required to give evidence. As a
consequence of raising this issue the
Force has now agreed an action plan
with the CPS which hopefully will reduce
these problems. The CPS Lawyers have
also been invited to work with us on
nights in January so that they can talk
directly to officers and get an
understanding of the impact of night
working on human beings.
Also of note during the year the National
Police Memorial Day was held on the
28th September at the Anglican
Cathedral in Liverpool. This is an
extremely prestigious annual event which
recognises those officers who have made
the ultimate sacrifice during the course of
their service protecting the public. This is
only the fifth time that the service has
been held, and only the second time it
has been held in England. Having bid for
the event we were honoured when it was
announced that the event was to be held
in Liverpool. At the service Jane Clemson
lit a candle in remembrance of officers
from England who have been killed on

duty. Jane is a former serving Merseyside
officer and the daughter of Constable Ray
Davenport, who was fatally injured on the
4th July 1981 when he was dragged
along by a stolen car whilst he as trying to
arrest the driver. His Royal Highness
Prince Charles joined both local officers
and officers from around the country of all
ranks in attending this service. The
comments from those attending where
extremely positive about the service and
the way in which it was policed and it are
something that we at the Federation
Office are extremely proud to have been
involved with. Our thanks in particular to
Inspector Sean Bell who was responsible
for planning the policing of the event and
to the Chief Constable who hosted a
reception for the families of fallen officers
on the evening before the service.

Claims Analysis
Details of the claims supported by the
Police Federation and run from the
Federation Offices are detailed below.
The Claim line process for registering
claims continues to receive positive
feedback and provides a quick and easy
method of registering your claim. Again
the compensation levels recovered for
Merseyside Members remains high at a
total of £409,218.03. Our thanks go to
our retained solicitors Russell, Jones and
Walker, and Thompsons Solicitors for the
excellent service they continue to provide
to our members.

Claims/Opened
01/01/08- 31/12/08
Description Constable

Sergeant

Inspector

CICA

36

6

1

Civil

98

20

3

Dual

20

1

Legal Advice

15

4

Group Ins.

66

8

Total

235

Other

Total
43

5

126
21

8

27

1

3

78

39

5

16

295

Claims/Closed
01/01/08- 31/12/08
Description Constable

Sergeant

Inspector

Other

Total

CICA

42

4

2

5

53

Civil

65

16

3

4

88

Group Ins.

66

8

1

3

8

Total

173

28

6

12

219

Compensation Awards
01/01/08- 31/12/08
Description Constable

Sergeant

Inspector

Other

Total

CICA

£58,112

£11,000

£3,000

£20,150.50

£92,262.50

Civil

£127,598.05

£47,425.48

£10,370

£5,400

£190,793.53

£89,508

£1,172

£35,482

£126,162

£275.218.05

£59,597.48

Group
Total

£13,370

£61,032.50 £409,218.03

As well as the above claims the local
Branch Board has instructed Russell,
Jones and Walker on three defamation
claims. One was of video footage which
appeared on You Tube relating to an
incident dealt with by one of our
members. As a result of the action taken
by our solicitors this video footage has
been removed. The other two cases
remain on going.

Merseyside Police, of whom 35 were
transferees from other Forces. A total of
231 Officers left the service. These were
made up of 153 who retired, 13 of
whom retired on ill health. A total of 23
officers transferred to other Forces.
Resignations remain low with a total of
47 officers resigning, of which 16 were
Student Officers and 8 who were
required to resign or dismissed.

Recruitment and Retention

As a consequence of the above
recruitment and wastage there was a
total of 4347 federated members at the
end of the year eligible to join the main
schemes run by the Police Federation.

From 1st January 2007 to 31st
December 2008 a total of 245
Federated officers were recruited to

Rank

Total

Fed Subs

Group Ins. scheme

Ben Fund

Con

3438

3397

2864

2275

Sgt

626

616

546

433

Insp & C.Insp

283

279

256

222

Total

4347

4292

3666

2930

As can be seen over 98.73% subscribe to
the Police Federation with only 55 non
subscribers. Over 84.33% subscribe to
the Group Insurance scheme, although it
is disappointing to report that
subscription to the Benevolent Fund only
stands at 67.4%. This is particularly
disappointing as the scheme is a
registered charity and provides support
for colleagues, families and retired
members and their dependents in times
of hardship or distress. It also provides
funding for the treatment and
rehabilitation centres at Harrogate and
Auchterader which assist in the
rehabilitation of injured serving and retired
officers. If you do not subscribe to this
scheme then please consider joining. You
will be supporting those colleagues and
retired colleagues who need help now,
but also we never know what the future
holds and when you yourself may need
that help which you cannot access if you
are a non subscriber.

Misconduct
The number of Misconduct Hearings
remains consistent with 11 panel hearings
involving a total of 12 officers, as
compared to 17 officers and 10 panel
hearings the previous year.
In 2008 a total of 8 officers were
dismissed or required to resign; all of
whom had been previously convicted of
an offence in the criminal courts – 4 of
these were drink driving offences.
Of the other four cases appearing before
a panel, two were acquitted; with the
other officers receiving a reprimand and a
fine of 10 days pay.
A total of 21 Superintendents written
warnings were issued which is down
considerably from 48 the previous year.
In November the new Misconduct
procedures came into being with a focus
on resolving complaints quickly and also
an emphasis on learning and
development rather than punishment.
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This is a positive step broadly welcomed
by the Federation. We have made a
significant investment in training
representatives on the new procedures
and have also undertaken joint training
with the Professional Standards
Department.

In terms of officers placed on no pay
again I am pleased to report a fall in the
numbers becoming eligible to be placed
on no pay. A total of 25 officers became
eligible for no pay having been absent for
a 12 month period of which 10 were
retained on half or full pay.

Its implementation will require cultural
change from both officers and managers
if they are to work effectively. Whilst we
welcome the change it will increase the
workload for Areas Representatives, and
the changes mean that it is essential that
officers contact the Federation as soon
as possible after receiving notice of
misconduct complaints. Under the new
procedures there are strict timescales to
be complied with and a delay in
contacting the Federation could seriously
affect an officer’s ability to prepare a
proper and full response to misconduct
allegations.

Diversity

Our thanks go to the criminal department
at Russell, Jones and Walker Solicitors
for their advice support and
representation of members in this area.

Pension and Attendance
Matters
There continued to be a fall in the
number of officers referred to the
Selected Medical Practitioner for
consideration of ill health retirement. In
total 16 officers were referred to a
Selected Medical Practioner for
consideration of permanent disablement.
Of these three were retained in the
service and thirteen were ill health retired.
However, there has been a significant
increase in the number of injury award
applications and reviews of previous
injury awards upon which the Federation
are providing advice and support.
In terms of attendance the number of
officers becoming eligible for half pay
continues to fall.
In 2007 63 officers became eligible for
half pay having 183 days absence in the
rolling 12 month period. Of these 43
officers were placed on half pay and 20
were retained on full pay.
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The Police Federation continues to
support officers through Grievance
Procedures and Employment Tribunals.
Last year we provided advice and
representation on 64 recorded
grievances, as well as providing
miscellaneous advice which resolved
matters at the earliest stage prior to
grievances being submitted. There is
clearly a under recording of grievances
which are often resolved by the
Federation Representatives seeking a
resolution through local managers before
the matter gets properly recorded.
A total of three Employment Tribunals
were lodged last year from the Police
Federation Office with one case being
settled satisfactory prior to court
proceedings. At the conclusion of any
employment procedures the Police
Federation work with the Force to see
what lessons can be learnt to prevent
similar issues happening in the future.
As well as the Diversity Steering Group,
members of the Federation Executive
have seats on the TRUE programme and
the Wellbeing Steering Group. All present
opportunities for us to progress and
monitor any diversity issues. Each is
chaired by a member from ACPO. The
agenda’s and minutes of the meetings
are published on the force intranet.
We have continued to work with all the
established internal support networks of
Merseyside Police, and hold regular
meetings to ensure a positive working
relationship is maintained.
Throughout the year our Federation has
continued to be advised by Jayne
Monkhouse, an external independent
diversity advisor, and we are most
grateful for the wise counsel and
guidance she has provided.

We would like to thank the Employment
Department at Russell Jones and Walker
Solicitors for their advice, support and
representation in all employment matters.

Health and Safety
It is pleasing to note that the number of
assaults on Police officers again fell last
year and was the lowest in the last five
years. In total there were 147 recorded
assaults on officers, which compares
favourably with a total of 165 the
previous year.
Twenty Nine of the assaults resulted in
absence from work although the number
of days lost increased to 491 days from a
previous year’s total of 434 days.
As we know it is impossible to eliminate
the risk from Policing; however, with the
proper application of Health and Safety
Legislation we can ensure that policing
can be carried out as safely as possible.
Unfortunately during the course of the
year a number of commentators have
suggested that Health and Safety
Legislation stops Police officers from
being brave and there is no place for this
legislation in Policing. Clearly they miss
the point and such comments are
unhelpful. Health and Safety legislation is
there to ensure that police officers are
properly equipped and adequately
trained to deal with issues and incidents
that they are likely to face during the
course of their duty.
This year we honoured Constable Phil
Quirk as our brave officer of the year. Phil
was announced as the Regional winner
at the National Dinner held in London. He
was honoured for saving his colleague,
Constable Jimmy Lloyd, who had been
attacked and stabbed several times in
the neck and head by Steven Hoey. Phil
was a probationer at the time of the
incident and acting with great courage,
using his baton and CS spray, was able
to prevent Hoey from inflicting further
injury on his colleague. What is
interesting from a health and safety
perspective were the grateful comments
of Jimmy Lloyd, who acknowledged
Phil’s courage, but also recognised the
vital part of the training and equipment

Phil had received which prevented Hoey
from continuing his attack and causing
further injury. That is the point of Health
and Safety Legislation. It did not prevent
Phil Quirke from acting bravely but
ensured that he had the equipment and
training to assist him in his brave actions.

Metropolitan, have questioned the need
for TASAR to be rolled out to all front line
officers. Police Officers do a difficult and
dangerous enough job on the front line
and should be entitled to rely on the
support of their “employers” to ensure
they can do so as safely as possible.

For too long the service has been
responding and catching up to increasing
violence on the streets to the detriment of
those on the front line. Who can forget
images from the past, before health and
safety legislation, of officers in riot
situations during the 1980’s trying to
protect themselves with dustbin lids? Who
can forget the escalation of violence
against police officers which led to the Police
Federation leading calls for the introduction
of better batons and CS Spray?

The Home Secretary has recognised
that, and agreed to the extended use of
TASAR. We will pursue our own Police
Authority during the forthcoming year to
ensure that a programme is in place to
roll out this equipment and ensure its
wider availability to front line staff.

Health and Safety legislation has led to
officers receiving better protective training
and equipment which in turn has
reduced assaults and injuries, but has
not led to prevention of officers being
brave. It has given options to ensure that
they tackle incidents as safely as possible
and those who call for the abolition of
this legislation will place officers once
more at great personal risk when they go
about their duty protecting the public.
This year TASAR has been trialled
throughout the country and after a
successful pilot in a number of Forces
including Merseyside, the Home
Secretary has announced that TASAR is
to be rolled out to front line officers.
Those Forces which have extended the
use of TASAR, particularly
Northumberland who rolled it out to
response officers, have hailed its success
in reducing assaults. Unfortunately a
number of Police Authorities, notably the

North West Police
Benevolent Fund
In January 2008 Lancashire officers
joined the North West Police Benevolent
Fund, which should ultimately increase
resilience and income to the fund
enabling us to increase our activity. This
increase in membership and the
consequential increase in income have
already enabled us to purchase a 12
bedroom hotel at Langho near Clitheroe
in Lancashire. The contracts were
exchanged in November and a cross
force working party has now been
established to develop this facility as a
treatment centre to complement the
facilities available through Harrogate and
Auchterader. Ultimately this will provide
physiotherapy and counselling services
which can be accessed on a short term
residential or day patient basis. We
anticipate that this project will come on
line in approximately 12 months time
towards the end of 2009.
The lodges in Tenby and the Lake District
continue to prove popular with
Merseyside Officers for both
convalescent and holiday purposes.
Feedback from those attending the
lodges is extremely positive and demand
to attend remains high. This is a facility
that we would like to extend in the longer
term as funds permit.
This year the park at White Cross Bay
received permission to extend its season
until January, meaning that it is now open
for 10 months of the year extending the
provision of holiday and convalescence

lets. We are now looking to obtain
permission to similarly extend the season
at Tenby
.
Merseyside Police Federation processed
a total of thirty five applications to the
North West Police Benevolent Fund in
the last year. Debt problems accounted
for ten of these applications. Assistance
was also provided for officers and retired
officers who required specialist support
and equipment such as stair lifts and
wheel chairs; as well as full bathroom
conversions for severely disabled former
officers which were required on three
occasions. In total grants of £19,341.80
and loans of £72,295.84 were awarded
to resolve these matters.
A death grant, which currently stands at
£5,000, was paid on two occasions in
2008 to relatives of officers who have
died in service.
The Branch Board Office also processed
247 applications to attend the treatment
and rehabilitation facilities at Harrogate
and Auchterader.
In September the Police Authority
approved a paper to make an annual
donation of £1.00 per officer to the
treatment centres. This is a welcome
boost to the fund. However, the longer
term solution is to increase membership
of the fund. Currently there are 1417 non
subscribers to the Benevolent Fund. This
is disappointing as it is a Registered
Charity that provides assistance and
support to officers and former officers
who are suffering hardship – often well
into their retirement when the injuries they
have picked up during their service start
to degenerate. If you are not a
subscribing member please consider
joining. You never know when you may
need assistance but in any event you are
supporting your colleagues and former
colleagues that do. Please be advised
that you only subscribe during service
but assistance remains in place into
retirement and to your dependents
should you die. If you are a non
subscriber to the fund during service
then we cannot provide assistance to
you and your dependents even when you
have retired.
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The Police Treatment Centres, The St George’s Police Trust
15 January 2009

Report for Merseyside Police Federation
The Police Treatment Centres* is a
registered charity providing two Centres
where serving and retired police officers
can receive rest, recuperation and
treatment following an illness or injury
with the aim of assisting their return to
better health. The centres are St
Andrews in Harrogate, North Yorkshire,
and Castlebrae in Auchterarder,
Perthshire.
PTC is dedicated to the police service
and has a unique perspective on the
treatments police officers require. Each
year almost 4,000 people attend the
centres and the majority, about 80
percent, do so to receive intensive
physiotherapy. Each patient is thoroughly
assessed on admission by a
physiotherapist so that an individually
tailored package of treatment can be
developed. Patients are encouraged to
participate in education and exercise
classes and make use of the facilities,
which include an exercise gym,
swimming and hydrotherapy pools.
Other patients attend for a variety of
reasons such as: to recover from an
operation; to seek assistance for stress,
anxiety and other such conditions; and
for respite.
Treatment provided at St Andrews and
Castlebrae is holistic and the nursing
team has an important role to play. The
charity’s nurses promote the benefits of a
healthy lifestyle and encourage patients
to take a more proactive approach in
managing their health. As well as offering
well-person checks and advice on topics
such as healthy eating, regular education
workshops are also held giving useful
information on topics including sleep
problems and dealing with stress. For
some patients, sessions with the charity’s
Patient Support Advisor and/or
complementary therapy may be of
significant benefit and will be offered
depending on the individual’s
circumstances.
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In 2008 more than 3,600 serving and
retired officers received residential
treatment at the Police Treatment
Centres. This figure includes 247
applications from Merseyside.
One recent visitor to the Centres said:
“My life was in a complete mess. With
support from all the staff and patients,
and the availability of the facilities I am
going home a new person who has
regained focus, enthusiasm and an
excitement for life.” Another commented:
“For me you are doing everything
possible and this has been one of my
best stays; most valuable and
supportive. I feel able to face my surgery
now and know there will be great back
up afterwards.”
It costs almost £4 million each year to
operate the two treatment centres. Most
of this money is raised by voluntary
donations from more than 55,000 serving
police officers from the Northern Forces
of England and Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland, as well as British
Transport Police, the Civil Nuclear
Constabulary and the Ministry of Defence
Police. Recent figures show that almost
3000 Merseyside officers donate to PTC
(67 percent of the force).
Each year additional funding is required
to help meet the running costs so the
charity relies on other donations from
police forces, members of the public and
other supporters.
Separate fundraising is required for
schemes to improve the Centres’
facilities. A £2 million pound project is
now underway to improve the clinical and
patient amenities at St Andrews.
Renovations to the nursing department,
physiotherapy department, exercise gym,
changing areas and patient social
facilities, began over Christmas and will
take up to 40 weeks to complete. The
Centre will reopen fully in autumn 2009.

*The Police Treatment Centres is the
working title of the Northern Police
Convalescent and Treatment Centre
(Charity Commission registration number
220956 – OSCR registration number
SC039749).
The St George’s Police Trust is a
registered charity which provides financial
support to police families in the form of
weekly grants, one-off gifts and help with
university costs.
Should an officer lose his or her life, or
suffer an injury so serious they are
prevented from earning a living, financial
assistance is available. All grants are
“banded” to reflect the income level of
the household to ensure funds are put to
charitable use. At present there are 300
people in receipt of financial assistance
from the St George’s Police Trust; this
includes 17 recipients from Merseyside.
The charity is supported by serving police
officers who make a voluntary weekly
donation. Recent figures show that
almost 3000 Merseyside officers donate
to the St George’s Police Trust (67
percent of the force).

‘Supporting local communities and charities’
‘Our Charity’ – supporting local
communities and charities
Merseyside Police Federation have been
supporting local charities, community
groups and victims of crime and violence
across Merseyside for over 30 years,
achieving Charitable Trust Status in 2006
MPFCT continues in its declared
objectives:
To help young people through:
The provision of recreational and
leisure time activities provided in the
interest of social welfare, designed to
improve their conditions of life;
Providing support and activities which
develop their skills, capacities and
capabilities. To enable them to
participate in society as mature and
responsible adults.
To relieve poverty and sickness
amongst persons who are victims or
witnesses of crime and persons
affected by crime within Merseyside
including families and friends of such
persons in need.
The relief of financial hardship and
sickness and the preservation and
protection of health of elderly people
and children.
Support offered can be as varied as
providing football kits to local youth
teams; equipment for community groups
working with disadvantaged youngsters
across our force, and for those working
with the youth of our city in diversionary
tactics; to the purchase of a gift for child
victims and witnesses of violent crime.
We are in the privileged position to be
able to offer support to victims of crime
and violence and to be able to identify,
via our members, where there is the
greatest immediate need.
In 2006, at the inception of the Trust and
after an increased call on service, we
developed our Christmas fund. Through
this fund we are able to provide practical
and appropriate support to those who
have suffered loss on the run up to
Christmas. Very often this loss results
from a person or family becoming a
victim of crime, and we have helped
many people, young and old.
Each year our members are invited to
identify cases that have come to their
attention and where help is most needed;

some of the applications received really
pull on our heartstrings, and with your
support we are able to offer a speedy
and appropriate response; be it hampers,
gift vouchers, locks and alarm systems,
assistance following an arson attack,
replacement of stolen Christmas gifts,
aiding elderly victims of confrontational
burglary; it is our aim to help where and
how best we can.
Over the last 30 years we have donated
considerable sums of money to causes
across the Merseyside Police Force Area;
most recently these have included:
Significant donations to Zoes Place
Baby hospice and donations of funds
and equipment for many other
charitable causes and community
groups across Merseyside.
Practical and financial support for
elderly victims of crime and violence.
Gifts for child victims and witnesses
of serious and violent crime and
were appropriate practical support
for their families.
Funding assistance to youth groups and
sporting teams across our force area.
Equipment for schools, nurseries and
youth groups experiencing loss
following burglary.
Our Christmas fund helps an average
of 100 family and individual victims of
crime each year.
We feel honoured to be in a position where
we can offer some very disadvantaged
people a relatively small area of assistance
that makes a difference.

MPFCT Lottery
Open to and supported by Officers and
Staff of Merseyside Police, MPFCT lottery
directly supports our charity and allows
us to provide more and more support to
local causes. If you are a member of
Merseyside Police staff and would like to
contribute to our lottery, please complete
and return the form attached.

Personal Donation
If you prefer to make a personal donation
we welcome all donations however small,
please complete the form attached and
enclose a cheque made payable to MPF
Charitable Trust or call our offices to
make a credit/debit card donation.
Please help us by contributing, and
putting something back into the
communities we serve.
Please note that no administration, staff
or facilities costs are claimed from the
Trust, which is administered and run
entirely free of any levy by Federation
staff and representatives.
The Trust is something of which all
Federation staff are extremely proud and
your support is greatly appreciated.

As well as supporting our communities
we are able also to assist a number of
local charities with funding; a perfect
example of this is our continuing support
of Zoe’s Place baby hospice in Liverpool.
The only baby hospice in the country, the
staff and parents at Zoe’s do a
tremendous job in looking after the
babies in their care and with your support
we look forward to being able to support
them in the future as they look to build
upon their service and premises.
Applications to the Fund should be made
by a serving officer or member of police
staff, on the appropriate form which is
available to download from our website
www.merpolfed.org.uk
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Merseyside Police Federation
Group Insurance Scheme
The Federation provide a number of
different Insurance Policies for the
Membership that, we are pleased to say,
prove exceptionally popular. The main
Policy is the Group Insurance Scheme.
3425 Members subscribe to the Group
Insurance Scheme and another 913 buy
additional Life Insurance cover on the
Top-Up Scheme. So what does the
Scheme cover and are there many
claims? The answer is the scope of cover
is very wide, parts of it are unique to
Police Officers, as they have to be
because of our unique conditions of
service and there are, unfortunately,
many claims. A breakdown of each
section of cover is shown below:

Life Insurance
This covers Serving Officers with a
Benefit of £80,000. Cover can be
continued into retirement (and currently
979 pensioners do) up to age 65, subject
to evidence of health, but with lower
benefits. You can also add your
permanent partner with a Benefit of
£50,000. Probationers have the option to
join the main scheme or can opt for a
lower cover of £30,000. In addition you
can buy Top Up covers of up to £50,000
for Officers and £25,000 for partners. In
2008 we unfortunately paid out £115,000
in claims to families. Please also bear in
mind that the Policy is written in Trust
which means the Trustees can normally
pay the dependants quickly, without the
need for probate.

Personal Accident Insurance
This policy pays out following accidents.
It covers many types of accident and the
benefit is a percentage of the maximum
sum which is currently £60,000 for
serving officers, with recruits cover being
£25,000. This cover is not available for
Partners and cannot be continued into
retirement. Examples of the type of
incident and amount that could be paid
out are the Loss of a Limb or Eye or
Permanent Total disablement results in a
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100% payout whereas the loss of a finger
or toe is only 5%. There are also other
covers with a weekly benefit payable of
£14 if you are off work for more than 7
days as a result of an accident, up to a
maximum of 104 weeks. Dental benefits
are also included following an accident at
work. Fortunately in 2008 we didn’t pay
any large claims but we did pay 78
claims for the weekly benefit and 1 for
dental treatment.

Half Pay Insurance
This pays a weekly benefit of £50 for
officers placed on half pay. The benefit is
payable for up to 26 weeks and a further
4 weeks is payable in the event of an
Officer being reduced to No Pay. In 2008
19 Officers claimed this benefit.

Legal Expenses Insurance
This policy provides valuable legal
protection, not only for members but also
their partner and children resident with
the member. It is designed to work
alongside the excellent legal services
provided by the Federation so, for
example, it doesn’t cover the member for
employment issues but, assuming their
partner or children aren’t Police Officers, it
covers them. In addition it covers a range
of issues like contract disputes, certain
criminal issues, disputes with neighbours,
personal injury claims, data protection as
well as things like uninsured loss recovery.
There is also a 24/7 telephone helpline
that members can access for advice on
any Legal subject whatsoever. This is
clearly a policy a lot of people use as
during 2008 37 members have made
claims and a further 401 used the
telephone advice line.

Travel Insurance
We all like to take holidays and Travel
Insurance can be very expensive but if
you are in the Group Scheme a
worldwide Annual Travel Policy comes as
standard. Cover is provided for the
member, partner and children

permanently residing with them, up to
age 18, or 21 if in full time education.
Children do have to be travelling with the
Member or their Partner.
Some years ago we decided to remove
cover for valuable items because travel
policies in general provide poor cover for
items like these and cover is best
arranged on Home Insurance Policies.
Under the circumstances it is no surprise
to learn that only 4% of the total claims
paid in 2008 were for personal effects.
However, Medical Expenses and
Cancellation and Curtailment Claims
accounted for 45% and 44% of the total
which was a massive £209,636. A total
of 252 people claimed on this policy.
Whilst we are on the subject of travel
insurance there are a few points worth
making:
When you go abroad make sure you
take with you the up to date policy
schedule and policy, both of which can
be downloaded from the Federation
website.
Remember, before you book a
holiday to notify the Insurers of any
medical conditions that may affect either
the travelling party or others on whom
the holiday may depend to ensure they
will provide cover in the event of
cancellation or curtailment.
When you are abroad be careful. We
have had several claims in 2008 where
people have accepted drinks off
strangers and then come round several
hours later minus wallet, cash etc. Please
remember that Travel Policies exclude
cover for claims relating to drink, drugs
etc. If you get drunk and fall over
breaking an arm be prepared to pay your
own medical bills.
Remember to take the European
Health Insurance Card with you when
travelling in Europe. It could get you
faster treatment and may even mean you
don’t have to pay your policy excess.

There are also special healthcare
arrangements in Australia should you
decide on a trip down under.
If you need medical treatment don’t
forget to use the Emergency Phone
Numbers in the Policy. Failure to do so
could prejudice your claim but, more
importantly, you can get valuable help
and advice at what can be very worrying
moments.

unnecessary and expensive tests and
medical procedures. Be careful and take
advice from the Emergency Phone
service.
Travel Policies do not cover
insolvency of airlines, travel companies
etc. Therefore, if you book a holiday
worth more than £100 it is worth
considering paying on a Credit Card,
despite the surcharge often levied.

It could be argued that some medical
establishments abroad see holiday
makers and their insurers as an excellent
way of making money by carrying out

Advice
We can’t give advice to individuals on the
suitability of Group Insurance for any
Member or their Partner but what we can
say is if you aren’t in the Scheme or you
are and your partner isn’t then you
should give serious thought to the
benefits it can offer you and your family.
Also bear in mind the value of increasing
the Life Insurance cover using the top up
Scheme. To join simply ring the
Federation Office on 0151 259 2535 and
one of our staff will explain the
procedures.

Personal Insurance Scheme
In addition to the Group Insurance
Scheme we also offer access to Car and
Home Insurance Policies designed
specifically for Police Officers, with the
added benefit of interest free monthly
payment direct from pay or pension.
Currently over 4,000 serving and retired
officers buy their car or home insurance
using this facility, which is arranged
through our Broker, Roland Smith
Limited. We know how many different
organisations offer car insurance – you
can’t watch television these days without
seeing lots of advertisements, both for
Insurers and Price Comparison Websites.
You should always look around but if you
do please bear in mind our Schemes will
not be found on any Price Comparison
Website. This type of Insurance is very
important and with your unique
Conditions of Service Roland Smith can
help ensure you buy the right cover.
Please also remember that the price you
pay is often reflected in the extent of
cover you are buying. Our policies are
high quality, with low excesses and no
hidden administration fees that many
insurance organisations charge every
time you need to use their services.

Car Insurance

As I said several thousand policies are in
force and I thought you might like to see
not only how many but also the number
of claims that arose during 2008:

We know that Insurance is complicated,
it is expensive and we don’t really want
to buy it because we don’t want to have
a claim. However, as you can see more
than 1 in 10 of those insured on our car
and home schemes did need to claim

2774 members are currently insured and
during 2008 they made 285 claims
resulting in payments of £536,400. 51 of
these claims were for windscreen
breakage and it is probable that every
claimant would have been at least £20
better off than being insured elsewhere as
most Insurers windscreen excess is £60
(some are £75)* whereas our excess is
only £40. In addition, there is no excess for
windscreen repair but some other Insurers
have a £10 excess for that service.
*Source Defaqto 14/01/09

Home Insurance
1621 Members insure their buildings or
contents, or both on our Scheme. In
2008 243 made claims resulting in
payments of £193,073. In addition, the
policy includes a special emergency
service that provides for tradesmen to
carry out emergency repairs at no cost to
policyholders (subject to a limit of £250)
and around 120 of our members used
this service last year.

and very few were disappointed with the
outcome. We also know that members
appreciate the fact that they can dial
straight through to a person, speak to
that person when they want and that the
advice they get helps them to buy cover
that is suited to their particular needs. We
like the fact that when you buy, the price
you pay is all you pay during the year
unless you make changes to the risk that
affect the premium the Insurers charge.
Roland Smith make NO administration
charges, unlike so many others. We
know of Insurers who make an
administration charge of £25 simply to
change the name on a policy when
someone gets married. These charges,
along with interest charges for paying
monthly can add up to significant
amounts and you should bear this in
mind when comparing the prices Roland
Smith quote with anything else you
receive. Roland Smith has over 40 years
experience of providing insurance
products to Serving and Retired Police
Officers so why not give them a try.
Simply ring

0151 242 7640
Or, if you prefer, start the process on-line at

www.rolandsmith.co.uk
and one of their members of staff will
contact you within 24 hours to talk
through their quote with you.
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RED ARC Service to

Merseyside Police Federation
In April 2005 the Federation launched an
initiative, a Serious Illness Service,
available to Federation Members and
their families.
The service is provided by RED ARC
Assured Ltd and offers advice,
information and support to those
suffering any illness that they would
consider serious. This includes cancer,
cardiac conditions, stroke, Multiple
Sclerosis and bereavement.
When people are dealing with these
traumatic situations, there is often a need
for practical advice and emotional
support and this is where the RED ARD
Personal Nurse Advisers come into play.
We have a team of 10 experienced
nurses who are able to provide this
important service.

What happens when you
access the service?
A Personal Nurse Adviser will be
allocated to act as your focal point – she
will telephone you regularly, deal with
your questions and provide relevant
information. And much more – our
nurses can offer a listening ear and
provide the emotional support that is
sometimes lacking.
She is also able to access extra help; it
could be a one off visit from a Specialist
Nurse (e.g. cancer, cardiac, stroke,
respiratory) or a course of physiotherapy,
counselling, speech therapy etc.

Use of the service
Since the service started, we have had
over 120 people using it. It was a slow
start but word of mouth means that
officers are now more aware.
In year one, 5 people used the service.
In 2008 we had 66 referrals.
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Some of the conditions that we have
dealt with have been:
Cancer
Serious illness in children
Loss of sight
Terminal illness
Bereavement
Stroke
Depression and emotional issues
RTA
MS
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
It is important to remember that this
service is confidential and free.
Example
We had a case last year where an
officer’s wife had been involved in a
traumatic incident. We were able to
provide support over the telephone to
him, and also a course of specialised
counselling for his wife. He said recently:
“I didn’t know how to deal with the
situation at home; I didn’t want to say the
wrong thing and make things worse. The
advice you gave me, and the fact that I
could talk about how I felt made a huge
difference and B (his wife) is coming
through it now. We have both had a
chance to talk about our feelings, and
you have given us so much of your time.
Thankyou”
To find out more, ring:

01273 716700
in normal business hours, Monday to
Friday. One of our experienced nurses
will ring you back.

Looking for healthcare peace
of mind? Look no further.
Waiting for a diagnostic consultation and then getting
the required treatment for a health condition can be a
stressful business.
You’ll have lots of questions: how long is the wait
to see a consultant? What’s the waiting time for
treatment – and when I go to hospital, will it be clean?
For members of The Benenden Healthcare Society,
sound advice, short waiting times and treatment in
selected medical facilities are just a stress-relieving
phone call away. The Society is not an insurance
company, but a mutual society offering discretionary
healthcare beneﬁts to all members.

Other services, such as local diagnostic services,
treatment services, help towards physiotherapy
costs and ﬁnancial assistance for members suffering
with cancer or TB are available after six months
membership.
When it comes to treatment, members have access to
Benenden Hospital – renowned for its high standards
of healthcare and cleanliness – or one of a number of
carefully selected Regional Treatment Centres across
the UK.
Membership costs just £1.25 per person per week*
regardless of how often you ask for help – and you can
add family and friends to your membership for exactly
the same low, weekly subscription of just £1.25 per
person*.
The Society can’t always help every time a member
asks but when they can, and there is a need to refer
them to a consultant, the aim is for them to be seen
within three weeks and, if treatment is then required,
for that to take place within eight weeks.
*The rates will increase to £1.50 per person per week from 1st July 2009.

Benenden Healthcare’s range of services
• 24 hour GP telephone consultation service
• 24 hour Counselling Helpline

The Society’s members club together to get the best
healthcare they can, when they need it most – this is
the key essence of mutuality.

• Up to £1,000 for diagnosis, tests and minor
outpatient treatment

By joining Benenden Healthcare you too would have
access to a range of quality services – and there are no
restrictions or extra charges if you have a pre-existing
medical condition.

• Help towards physiotherapy costs recommended by
your GP

The Society has a current membership of more
than 940,000 and everyone has access to services
including 24hr GP advice line, 24hr counselling
helpline and long term care advisory services as well
as a range of lifestyle & medical advice at our website
www.benuk.com/insight. These are available
as soon as anyone becomes a member.

• Medical treatment and surgery for a wide range of
conditions

• Financial help if you’re living with cancer or TB

Plus
• Long Term Care Advisory Service
• Health Concern Advice Line
• Discounts on health screening
• Health Awareness Magazine – benhealth

For more information about membership, call 0845 270 3822
quoting ref INSIGHT or visit www.benuk.com/insight.
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No.1 Police
Healthcare Scheme
The No.1 Police Healthcare scheme is
run by Police for the Police, retired
members of the service and their families.
Its history lies in ‘the number one police
region’ when a number of forces within
our region merged several Police
schemes into one. This scheme now has
membership that spans the whole of
England and Wales and its member’s
number over 5000. This size gives the
scheme stability and resilience.

The level of cover provided by the Bupa
aspect of the scheme is amongst the
highest available within the Private
Healthcare Industry. Perhaps its most
important provision in this age of
massively expensive Cancer Treatment
drugs and the ‘postcode lottery’
associated with accessing those drugs;
is the full and unrestricted access to any
of those drugs where properly
prescribed, regardless of cost and with
no cost limit on that treatment.

A little over 2 years ago the Trustees of
the scheme negotiated a deal with Bupa
to insure its members at a much reduced
rate. The Trust runs alongside this most
comprehensive Insured Scheme and
can, in the unlikely event that a treatment
is needed that is outside the insured
scheme, fund that treatment.

It does, of course, provide all other
aspects that would be expected of a full
Bupa scheme. Instant access to
Treatment and Diagnostic Procedures
and all treatment is available within the
vast network of Private Hospitals within
the UK. Another unique provision of the

scheme is that all new recruits to the
Force are offered full membership
absolutely free for their first 32 weeks of
service and then the rates are
significantly discounted for the Officers
first 3 years of service. This allows our
colleagues at the lower pay scale access
to affordable Private Healthcare.
Any officer or member of police staff who
joins the scheme may of course remain in
it into retirement and likewise any family
member on reaching 25 (the age when
they are no longer covered under the
family membership option) may join in
their own right. We now have 3rd.
generation members of the scheme
again adding both to its worth to our
colleagues and their families and the
resilience of the scheme.

The Costs
No 1 Rates 2009
CALENDAR
Age
Up to age 29

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-64

65+

Single

29.62

39.44

46.18

55.17

66.98

85.18

Married

59.12

78.77

92.25

110.22

133.82

170.22

Family

73.86

98.44

111.35

128.78

153.87

190.34

Single Parent

44.37

59.12

66.19

73.73

87.04

105.26

Probationer
1st Year

1st Year

Up to

Week 32

week 31

to 52

£FREE

8.15

16.16

20.34

29.62

37.64

45.67

49.84

44.37

52.40

60.41

64.59

14.88

22.90

30.92

35.11
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2nd Year

3rd Year

If you wish to know more about the scheme
simply call Bupa on 0800 665 665 quoting
‘C255’ and a full membership pack will be sent
to you without any obligation.

“I found it

online”

WIN

this Sony
laptop*

Police Mutual is your very own financial services company, with products
and services designed exclusively for the Police Family.
Visit our new website to find out how we can help you save for a brighter future, find the
right mortgage, insure your car and home and invest your money wisely. Whenever you have
a financial need, remember to visit our website first to see how we can help.
We're also giving away 2 fantastic Sony VAIO Laptops, so for a chance to win one of these
great prizes, simply go online and enter our free prize draw today.*

Police Mutual Assurance Society Limited is an incorporated friendly society. Registered office: Alexandra House, Queen Street, Lichfield, Staffordshire WS13 6QS. *Terms and conditions apply, please see
our website for details.
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Our police officers continue to be supported by RJW, our
national solicitors, who provide the best possible legal
assistance to Federation members based on over 40
years experience working closely with us. Sadly, the need
for legal assistance is all too common given the nature of
the work that we as police officers undertake everyday.
From personal injury and crime to employment law, RJW
are able to advise with a detailed knowledge of matters
and law in a specific police context.

Developments in
Personal Injury
for 2009:
The personal injury world is constantly changing. Civil law
was radically overhauled many years ago and the no win
no fee (conditional fee agreement) legislation was bundled
through with little thought as to how it would work in
reality. Fortunately most issues have been resolved via
satellite litigation but claimant and defendant practitioners
alike are always thinking of new areas to reduce or
increase claims for compensation.
The Government with little consultation has introduced
subtle changes to the Criminal Injuries Compensation
scheme, limiting the scope of claims, simplifying the rules,
reducing certain claims for loss of earnings and re-jigging
the tariffs.
The introduction of the Health and Safety (Offences) Act
2008 will mean that serious breaches of health and safety
rules, previously punished with fines, can now attract a
custodial sentence of up to two years.
The wide-ranging powers also mean that an employee
who has contributed to a health and safety offence could
face a prison sentence even if no accident or injury
occurred as a result of their actions.
From 11 January the circumstances are changing for
court proceedings commenced in the European Union
(except Denmark) based on torts, where the event said to
give rise to damage occurred after 20 August 2007. The
applicable law will be decided not under national rules but
by an EU regulation - Rome II. This will provide a uniform
set of rules to decide which country's law governs
substantive issues, principally liability issues, what heads
of loss are recoverable and limitation.
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I thought it appropriate to briefly summarise the people
that RJW have at their disposal and where they are
equipped to help you.

Personal Injury:
The personal injury department have been responsible for
concluding many thousands of claims for Police Officers
and their immediate families over the years. The
department is known for its “real quality work” and
particularly “feted for its expertise in Police Federation
matters” (Chambers and Partners Legal Directory 2009).
The claims statistics are extremely impressive, with over
120 claims opened this year and more than £310,000 in
damages won for Merseyside Police Officers.
Tracey Graham is a Partner and the
Head of the Manchester Personal Injury
Team. She has represented injured
claimants all her working life, and has
acted for police officers who have
suffered serious injuries or illness, and
represented widows of officers who have been killed on
or off duty. She successfully represented a Police Officer
who was retired owing to ill health after acquiring severe
hearing loss sustained in a firearms training course, in the
Court of Appeal in the British Virgin Islands. Tracey’s
particular expertise is in disease-related cases including
deafness (dog handlers, firearms, police motorcyclists),
asbestos illness, repetitive strain injuries and other work
related conditions. A recent client described Tracey as
“highly efficient, very approachable and caring”.
John Oultram is a Partner at Russell
Jones & Walker, and has dealt with
many different types of claim ranging in
complexity and value during his career.
A keen motorcyclist and cyclist himself,
John’s particular expertise lies in
motorcycle and cycling accident claims. He has pursued
many claims for officers where injuries have affected
their ability to continue in the Force. He supervises road
traffic accident (RTA) claims run through the RTA
department and is known and respected for his tenacity
and ability. A recent client described John as
“impressive”.

Jonathan Belcham is
a Senior Litigation
Executive with over 30
years personal injury
experience. During that
time he has dealt with
just about every conceivable type of claim
including cases in the House of Lords and
Court of Appeal. He deals with serious
head and spinal injuries and also cases
arising out of premature retirement due to
injury. He is considered to be expert on
the calculation of loss of police earnings
and pension. Jonathan assists in the
supervision of the RTA Team and is also
experienced in matters relating to Criminal
Injuries compensation and the Motor
Insurers Bureau. Jonathan was described
by a recent client as “proficient and
professional”.
Sally Gray acts for
police officers in all
manner of personal
injury claims, including
tripping/slipping cases
on and off duty,
occupiers’ liability cases, and those claims
that arise from injuries at work. She also

represents applicants in Criminal Injury
Compensation claims, and is experienced
in advising and assisting officers on
subjects as diverse as dog bites and
whiplash injuries. Sally will be welcomed
back to the fold in March following
maternity leave. A recent client described
Sally as “helpful and supportive”.

Joanne Johnson,
Jacqueline Dalton
and Paul Macbeth are
the Road Traffic
Accident Team. All are
Litigation Executives
experienced in dealing with RTAs. They
all work with a case management system
specifically written to cater for police
claims. They specialise in RTA claims
including those related to the Motor
Insurers Bureau under the Uninsured and
Untraced Schemes. They are a
formidable team who have experience in

the very specialised requirements of
police work. All regularly receive letters of
commendation for their fast and efficient
service. Recent clients have described
the work done by the Team as
“excellent”.
Jeanette Jackson deals exclusively
with applications to review claims and
pursue appeals with the Criminal Injuries
Compensation Authority. She works
alongside Jonathan Belcham and
together they have a wealth of
experience of the issues arising from
such claims. If you think you may have
been short changed by a decision it
always possible to receive telephone
advice on the merits of pursuing your
case further.

Employment:
Our Employment Team in Manchester
covers not just Merseyside but all the
Forces across the Midlands and the
North and has a wealth of experience.
It is headed by David
Franey who has 18
years’ experience in
discrimination, trade
union law, pensions,
judicial review and
regulatory work. He deals with all aspects
of employment law as it affects police
officers, but his particular areas of
expertise include discrimination law, judicial
review and police pensions. He has been
involved in a large number of reported
court decisions of significance to police
officers including Khan v Chief Constable
of West Yorkshire (House of Lords race
victimisation decision) and Merseyside
Police Authority v Yates (police pensions).

David regularly delivers seminars on
employment law issues and recent topics
have included human rights, pensions,
data protection and stress at work. He is
recommended by The Legal 500 and the
Chambers and Partners legal directories,
where he is ranked first among claimant
employment lawyers and praised as
"incredibly intellectual and very
experienced". A recent client described
David as a “calming voice during difficult
periods in the case”.
Cara Eriksson was
previously a barrister
before qualifying as a
solicitor. She has 10
years experience in
employment law for
Police Federation members. Cara
predominantly practices in discrimination
law with considerable experience in race,
sex and disability discrimination,

whistleblowing and harassment claims. A
recent client said of Cara “I can’t praise
[her] highly enough”.
Jennifer Ainscough
has seven years’
experience of regulatory
and discrimination work
and is particularly
renowned for her work
in complex discrimination claims. Her
specialist areas within Police Federation
work include sex race and disability
discrimination, Police Regulations and
Police pensions disputes, judicial review,
wrongful arrest and malicious
prosecution, misfeasance in public office,
data protection and human rights issues,
and whistleblowing.
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Greta Mallinson
advises police clients in
relation to a broad
range of employment
issues and in particular
discrimination law. She
recently dealt with a test case on
disability discrimination and the 30 plus
scheme in Weaver v Chief Constable of
Lincolnshire Constabulary. She also has
experience in the field of public
employment law and has conducted a
number of judicial review claims
particularly in relation to police pension
rights. A recent client called Greta
“professional, efficient and caring”.

Vanessa Wilson is 4
years qualified as an
employment solicitor.
Some of her notable
cases include Gill v
Chief Constable of
Merseyside, a test case on the impact of
temporary promotion on police pay, and
Alford v Chief Constable of
Cambridgeshire which is a wrongful
arrest/malicious prosecution case due to
be heard by the Court of Appeal this year.

Mark Nolan joined
RJW in May 2008 and
has 10 years of
experience since
qualifying as a solicitor.
He specialises in
complex discrimination work and
contractual disputes.
Steve Edwards is a paralegal and
former Police Federation official who is
concentrating on police pension cases.

Criminal and Misconduct Department:
Our Criminal and Misconduct
Department deals with matters for all
Forces in the Midlands and North,
including Merseyside.
The Department is
headed by Nick
Holroyd. Nick joined
RJW in 1987 and has
specialised in
representing police
officers since that time. He specialises in
all areas of criminal work involving the
investigation and prosecution of police
officers and is a leading expert in police
discipline advice and representation. Nick
also specialises in representation of
individuals in regulatory investigations
including health and safety and in
complex fraud cases.
Nick has represented police officers in
many criminal prosecutions from
allegations of serious corruption and
misconduct in a public office to assault
and allegations of dishonesty. He is an
expert in post incident procedures
representing officers in connection with
shooting incidents and following deaths
in custody and fatal road traffic incidents.
Nick regularly presents at Post Incident
Managers (PIMS) national courses and to
the Police Federation on police discipline
and post incident procedures. Nick is
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described in the Legal 500 directory as
“very personable”, and a recent client
described him as “excellent”.
Richard Black joined
RJW in 2001 and is
instructed primarily by
the Police Federation to
represent Police Officers
accused of criminal and
misconduct offences. He also represents
officers at Coroners Court in relation to
fatal road traffic accidents, fatal shootings
and deaths in custody. A recent client
described Richard as “very courteous
and professional”.
Joanne Stephens has
been with RJW for two
years, and has dealt
with a wide variety of
cases for Police Officers
charged with offences
both on and off duty, including allegations
of assault on a suspect following arrest;
allegations of domestic violence; sexual
offences alleged by victims of crime;
misconduct in a public office and
breaches of the Data Protection Act.

Emma Dunn is a
Litigation Executive
within the Criminal
Department with nearly
10 years criminal
experience. She joined
the criminal department in the
Manchester Office of Russell Jones &
Walker in 2003 and is instructed primarily
by the Police Federation to represent
Police Officers accused of criminal and
misconduct offences, including
misconduct in a public office, causing
death by dangerous driving, pervert the
course of justice, sexual offences,
assault, data protection. A recent client
described Emma as a “terrific asset and
great ambassador for the firm”.
Elizabeth Rigby
regularly represents
clients at Magistrates’
Courts and Police
Stations and has
substantial experience
of representing police officers in matters
ranging from Road Traffic offences
through to serious Criminal and
Disciplinary Proceedings.
It is so important that you receive the
correct legal advice and I am confident
that our solicitors are the best equipped
in the business to provide the service that
you expect and deserve.

INJURED

ON OR OFF DUTY?
If you have suffered a personal injury, whether on or
off duty, you are covered by Federation funds to pursue
a claim for compensation. You have the peace of mind
of knowing that a specialist lawyer will handle your claim
as quickly and as efﬁciently as possible.
In the last two years, we have recovered
£42 million in compensation for police
ofﬁcers and are handling an increasing
number of cases for family members.

To make a Personal
Injury claim

For further information contact your
local Federation Ofﬁce.

Call PF Claimline on:

0800
9171
999
24hrs, 365 days a year
www.pfclaimline.co.uk
(contributing Federation members and their families only)

If you would prefer to make a written application for
support with your claim, please contact your Federation
Representative at the JBB Ofﬁce.
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“While the police are
protecting the public,
we protect the
police!”
says Julie Blackburn,
Head of The Police Federation
Department at Thompsons Solicitors
“People in other legal fields sometimes don’t realise how
specialised some of our work for Police Federations
members is,” says Julie Blackburn, Head of The Police
Federation Department at Thompsons Solicitors.
Julie has over 20 years’ experience specialising in
legalwork for Police Federationmembers and today heads
two teams of lawyers, based in Leeds and Manchester,
working for the Merseyside Police Federation.
“A lot of ourwork,” explains Julie, “is providing expert
advice on the regulations governing the police and much
of this is quite different from conventional employment law.
“But there are also occupational hazards unique to being
in the police. Many officers find themselves the subject of
criminal and misconduct allegations which are false and
malicious, and incurred simply in the course of doing
their duties.
“We pride ourselves on having an exceptional success
rate with such cases.We also like to believe that this
success rate typifies the quality of service we give
Federation members right across a wide variety of other
areas - some of which members themselves may not
even be fully aware of.”

Wide variety of services
“Last year,” continues Julie, “Thompsons Solicitors and
Whittles merged, combining two leading firms in personal
injury and employment law. This resulted in an ability to
offer the highest standards and widest range of legal
services, through 23 offices and over 400 lawyers
throughout the country in general and to Police
Federation members and their families in particular.
“For example, we are themost experienced personal
injury lawfirmin the UK and have achievedmany record
settlements over the years.
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“As one of the retained solicitors to the national Police
Federation, we are able to assist members with any legal
problem and pride ourselves on being a part of the Police
Federation family.
“Put simply, we are here to help members in any way we
can – and that also includes a great many off-duty
matters to do with home, family, travel and holidays.”

Julie Blackburn provided the Merseyside Police
Federation with the following list of key services
provided by Thompsons Solicitors as part of your
Federation membership.
Accident and injury claims accessed through the
Claimline: 0800 9171 999
Cohabitation, separation and divorce agreements
Clinical negligence concerns for both NHS and private
healthcare
Criminal and misconduct matters
Discounted federation rates for buying and selling your
property
Discrimination claims
Family law and contact rights
General advice on consumers disputes and other
day-today problems
Injury and pension awards advice
Specially negotiated rates for wills, probate and trusts
advice
Specialist expertise on power of attorney and IHT

An introduction to Thompsons Solicitors
Police Federation team.

Julie Blackburn
I qualified as a Solicitor in 1983 and have
worked for the Police Federation and
their Members since 1985. I lead
andmanage the Police Federation Team
in the firm. Our Police Federation Team
provides nationwide coverage for
Members from our 23 offices.

Gemma Taylor
I joined the firmin 2001 and qualified as a
Solicitor in 2003. I represent Police
Federation Members in relation to all
Police “employment” related cases
(including unlawful discrimination), Police
pension advices and miscellaneous civil
matters.

Stephen Parry Jones
I qualified in July 2002 as a solicitor. I am
based in the Manchester office and I am
a member of the General Practice team
specialising in all aspects of Family Law,
including matrimonial financial matters
and co-habitation breakdowns.

Hilary McLaughlin
I have specialised for 18 years now on
Police Misconduct and Unsatisfactory
Performance / Criminal / Inquest issues.
I have represented Members in a number
of high profile investigations and lengthy
Crown Court Trials and Inquests.

Caroline Harrington
I have been qualified since 2006 and
work within the private client department.
I offer property, probate and elderly client
advice at a heavily discounted rate. A
free half hour advice service is also
available.

Sarah Hartley
I qualified in June 2001 as a Legal
Executive. I ambased at theManchester
office and have been working for Police
Federation members for approximately
12 months now. I specialise in personal
injury claims arising out of road traffic
collisions both on and off duty.

Allison Mohan
I have been based at the Manchester
office since 1985 and qualified as a
Fellowof the Institute of Legal Executives
in 2001. I deal with personal injury claims
on behalf of Police Federation members
and their families. These include
accidents at work, public liability claims
and road traffic accidents.

Thompsons Solicitors
is the most experienced
personal injury firm in the UK.
For further information please
call: 08000 224 224 or visit:
www.thompsons.law.co.uk.
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Gorvins Family
Law Service.
Gorvins Solicitors have been representing police officers
facing Family Law issues now for over 8 years. The Head of
Department, Amanda McAlister, recognised that there is a
lack of solicitors nationwide who not only understand the
police as a profession but the more intrinsic nature of the pay
and pension schemes.
As a result, she built a team of solicitors who have all of
undertaken specific training on all aspects of police culture,
pay scales and pensions. Amanda has worked very closely
with Merseyside Police Federation and the force pension
department for over 6 years and now works exclusively for
Merseyside officers. In addition, she is involved in
nationwide projects involving pensions with the National
Police Federation, SOCA and the Home Office.
There are many local high street solicitors offering their
services to police officers, however, what makes Amanda
and her team different is their technical knowledge and
expertise in dealing with Police pension cases on divorce.
One officer recently posted the following testimonial on the
designated www.policedivorce.co.uk website

“Having accepted that my marriage was over, my priority
was to secure the best financial settlement and move on.
After a long marriage and 30 years in the police, I needed
top quality legal advice to look after my interests in
property and pension. After speaking to a couple of
solicitors and divorced friends, I realised that many
divorce lawyers treat their clients as just another case and
most have no idea about police pension regulations.
Thankfully, I spoke to Gorvins.
Amanda McAlister was outstanding. She skilfully handled
detailed correspondence and worked tirelessly to achieve
a negotiated settlement. She clearly explained every
stage, was always reassuring and most importantly,
understood the difficult time I was going through. I am
quite certain that, thanks to Amanda’s knowledge and
expertise, my future will be far more secure than it might
have been.
I am indebted to the entire Gorvins team for their high
quality service and their experience in dealing with police
pensions. I would encourage any police officer facing a
divorce to ring Gorvins without delay”.
Here are three examples of cases that Amanda has
recently concluded for police officers in Merseyside:

Case One – Over valuing the pension.
Very often solicitors and District Judges do not
understand how the value of police pensions are
calculated and as a result there is a risk that without
specialist representation a police officer could receive an
un-fair settlement.
The case facts were as follows:
Marriage 21 years
Husband: PC 21 years service Pension value: £130,000
Wife no pension
Only asset – House with equity of 170,000.00
No children.
The wife’s case throughout was that she should be
entitled to the whole of the house and a share of the
husband’s pension. There was no logic in Law to support
her position. Court proceedings were issued and at the
first hearing the District Judge indicated that he believed
that the House and pension were of similar value. As a
result, he was minded to order that the House should
remain with the wife and the Husband should retain his
pension. Amanda challenged the District Judge’s
position by reference to specific pension case law and
also figures provided by the police pension department.
The outcome was that the Husband retained the whole of
his pension and a lump sum from the proceeds of sale.
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Case two – Police officers
close to retirement.
Very often Amanda will be contacted by
police officers who are close to
completing their service but are
concerned about how divorce
proceedings could affect their future.
Typical questions tend to be shall I
retire? how will divorce affect my pension
lump sum and income if I do/don’t
retire? The date at which a police officer
retires can have serious implications on
the overall financial settlement when
divorce proceedings are issued. It is
absolutely paramount that before
decisions are made that specific advice
is taken as not to do so could prove to
be a costly mistake.

Case Three.- The Crystal ball
gazing case.
Very often solicitors representing the
spouse’s of police officers tend to look at
what a pension is worth after 30 years to
try and persuade the court that their
client should receive more of the
matrimonial assets. Obviously, at the
end of service a pension is a significant
asset and when quoted to a spouse and
a District Judge the look on their face is
often one of shock and surprise.
Very often in these types of cases
technical submissions have to be made

partners

discounts for you and your family

in support of the police officer to
persuade the District judge as to the
correct value of the pension.
Amanda recently concluded a case for a
police inspector with 18 years service.
His wife’s solicitors were submitting to
the court that the wife should not only
receive the house but also a share of the
pension as the police officer will be “very
well off in years to come.” Amanda
submitted on behalf of the police officer
that the court could only consider the
pension accrued during the years of
marriage. She highlighted the fact that
as the officer had less then 20 years
service the bulk of the pension had not
yet been accrued. Amanda collaborated
her submissions with evidence from the
police pension department.
The outcome of that case was that he
wife retained the house and the husband
the entirety of his pension.
.

What Gorvins offer
1.
2.
3.

Free initial appointment
25% Discount on fees
Follow up information packs

For further information contact Amanda
McAlister 0161 930 5195 , email
amanda.mcalister@gorvins.com or visit
www.policedivorce.co.uk

Fantastic savings for Subscribing & Retired
Members of the Police Federation and Police Staff.

Since its inception in July 2005 the GM Partners programme has offered our members substantial savings on the
purchase of a new car from across the Vauxhall, Saab and Chevrolet range of vehicles.
Whilst members across the rest of the UK are charged for membership of the scheme, you are not. Not only is it
free of charge but you can also register up to 5 members of your immediate* family
To register simply download the forms from our website www.merpolfed.org.uk and forward them to the Federation
Office, then when you are ready go to the dealer of your choice and advise them that you are registered under the
partners programme.
As an added bonus, Lookers at SPEKE, are offering all Police Federation members and police staff a 15% discount
against servicing and repair costs (all franchises)
* immediate family includes, spouse/partner, children/step children, parents/step parents, brothers and sisters or step brothers and sisters. Proof of
relationship might be requested.
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Merseyside Police Federation
Joint Branch Board Representatives
INSPECTORS

SERGEANTS

CONSTABLES

A

VACANT

PETER SINGLETON (8410)
B BLOCK PATROL, BIRKENHEAD
EXT 72234/35
Mobile : 07765 627333

DAVID LOWE (1071)
ANPR BIRKENHEAD
EXT. 72269
Mobile : 07813 973532

B

ANDY KINNIBURGH (6472)
SEFTON CUSTODY
EXT 73150/73438
Mobile : 07802 940977

JAN BEATTIE (7558)
CROSBY PDU
EXT 73669
Mobile : 07721 034996

IAN ATKINSON (1393)
CROSBY Dedicated
EXT 73634
Mobile : 07894 482633

C

KEITH EVANS (6712)
KIRKBY CUSTODY
EXT 76503
Mobile : 07793 516010

OSMAN DUALEH (2061)
KIRKBY CUSTODY
EXT 76551
Mobile : 07917 606108

STUART HENDERSON (7719)
Citizen Focus Team
Knowsley
EXT. 76239
Mobile: 07843 294050

D

VACANT

STUART ROUTLEDGE (1392)
ST HELENS CUSTODY
EXT 76851
Mobile : 07714 346035

TONY BARTON (8339)
ST. HELENS
(FED EXT 77500)
Mobile : 07970 848635

E

KARL KNEALE (6546)
WALTON LN D RESPONSE
EXT 74633
Mobile : 07738 136520

JULIAN HANLEY (1633)
WALTON LN NHOOD E2
EXT 74677
Mobile : 07980 209107

RAY CORBIN (6628)
EATON RD
EXT 74401
Mobile : 07702 934648

F

IAN ROCHE (5821)
SPEKE Ext 75332
Mobile: 07866 568422

GRAEME WATTS (6835)
BELLE VALE Custody
Ext 75051
Mobile : 07842 901019

STEPHEN FLETCHER (7211)
ALLERTON ROADSAFE TEAM
EXT. 75157
Mobile: 07973 761867

POLICE
WOMEN

SUE FORD (5783)
FCOU Mather Av
EXT 71347
Mobile : 07801 760564

STEPHANIE BARCROFT (1164)
PDU N-L-W ST HELENS
EXT 76125
Mobile : 07764 621428

JULIE KING (8048)
EATON RD BPA
EXT 74406
Mobile : 07738 918365

SEAN BELL (7435)
Citizen Focus, Brunswick Dock
EXT : 71647
Mobile : 07921 698239

VACANT

PETER KING (7273)
ISB,Force Intell Desk, HQ
EXT : 78520
Mobile : 07515 200405

EARLE GARNER (6477)
MATRIX COVERT
EXT : 75892
Mobile : 07841 010670

HELEN FITZPATRICK (8291)
MATRIX COVERT C/O HQ
EXT : 75888
Mobile : 07802 946007

KEVIN WALSH (7364)
MCU MATHER AV
EXT. 71370
Mobile : 07802 948651

PAUL FRODSHAM (6439)
F.I.M. HQ.
EXT. Contact on Mobile
Mobile : 07595 005375

FRANK RENNISON (7052)
OSU MAGHULL RPU SECT 4
EXT. 73721
Mobiles : 07894 482674
07764 621442

NEIL THOMAS (6201)
OSU Equip Officer,
S/DOWN LANE
EXT 75634
Mobile : 07843 294049

HQ
(CJU)

CID
(DSU MIT)

OSU
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